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“tree” on favoured sites, the result of some
sequence of events permitting the individual
to grow but not necessarily a general change
inclimaticconditions;
9) A muchbetter
indication of climaticchangewouldbe
a
shiftinthe
positionof
the forestborder,
defined as the area where the (gently rolling)
terrain is 50 per cent covered by forest and
50 percent by tundra(formy
delineation
seeBrysons and Larsen435); 10) The comment that I say spruce has not re-established
at Ennadai Lake is verymisleading since I
wrote that spruceis common at Ennadai Lake
(part of which lies south of the
forest
border); my referencewas to a grove of
Growth of Spruce
spruce (at the northern largely barren end of
the lake) cutby natives many years agowhich
at Dubawnt Lake,
has not regenerated; 11) There is, in fact, a
Northwest Territories
grove of spruce with individuals of dbh 2 3
inchesandbasaldiameter
of 2 8 inches
The interesting note byHansel1 et a1.l on near YathkyedLake (at 62”35’N., 9 8 0 5 2 v . )
tree growth at Dubawnt Lake and On my which would put the “tree line” far out into
statements
concerning
trees
at Dubawnt, thebarrens on the map as presented; 12)
Ennadai,
and
Yathkyed
requires
There is also a grove of spruce near the Outcomment.Letme briefly state a few points: let of theKamilukuak ~i~~~ (sou& end of
1) The concept “tree line” is confusing since
Dubawnt at 62”41’N., 101033tw.) larger and
a lone tree far beyond the forest border must withlargerindividuals,if
memory serves,
be includedwithin
the “treed”zone;
2) than any mentionedinthe
literature.
Dwarfedand decumbentblack Spruce (OaaThesepoints are not tobe interpreted as
sionallywhite or “intermediate”forms) existdisbelief
in climaticchange.
I agree, in
OVW a widezonenorth
of the forest bordergeneral,with
thesummary Hansel1 et al.l
in Keewatin andEastern Mackenzie;indipresent of recentclimatic events. netopic
vidualsinfavoured
sites attain“tree”
size
invites
speculation and, abve
all,
com( 2 3 inches in diameter breast height, dbh);prehensive
field data from many places.
3) While reproduction is primarily by layering (in black
spruce
at least), seedlings are
James A . Larsen
consistently
seen
have
(I
a photo of one
at
University the head
of
a grave on a hilltop at Ennadai,
Industry
Research
Program
aapparently
site
rendered
temporarily
Wisconsin
University
of
favourable by a picket enclosure); 4) Seedling
mortality in all species in these areas is high,
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